Eni in Mexico: contributing to the development of the energy sector

Eni has been in Mexico since 2006. In 2015, the company began with Exploration and Production activities. We are one of the main private producers in the country through Block 1 and hold interests in eight exploration blocks in the Southern Basin, 6 of which as operator.

**Our operations in Mexico: Area 1**

Mizton, Amoca, Tecoalli - Miamte FPSO

The Miamte FPSO is part of the Area 1 development Project and will allow to achieve the final production configuration.

- **90 kbopd** Oil treatment capacity
- **17 million** man hours worked

**FPSO MIAMTE**

- **$9.5 billion USD** approved investment by 2040
- **$2.7 billion USD** investment from 2015 to 2022
- **32.5 kbopd** current production
In February 2020 Eni made a new oil discovery on the **Saasken** Exploration Prospect in **Block 10**. This was the sixth consecutive successful well drilled by Eni offshore Mexico. According to preliminary estimates, the discovery may contain between **200 and 300 million barrels of oil in place**. A full re-evaluation of the field is ongoing after the drilling of the appraisal well in 2021.

In August 2021 Eni made an oil find on the **Sayulita** Exploration Prospect in **Block 10**, located just 15 km away from the previous oil discovery of Saasken. An intensive data collection has been carried out and a preliminary estimate indicates that the new find may contain between **150 and 200 million barrels of oil in place**.

**Eni’s contribution to local content**

- **304** contracts registered in Mexico, worth over **$3 billion USD**
- **286** employees working in Eni Mexico, over **$900,000 USD** in master’s degree & internships,
- **around $10 million USD** invested in sustainability projects from 2018 to 2022,
- **over $950,000 USD** in health community programs

**Local training from 2016 to 2022**

- **29** Master’s degrees to young Mexicans
- **27** internships in all areas
- **18** seminars with National Universities

**Eni: an integrated energy company on a journey to net zero emissions by 2050**

Eni is a global integrated energy company engaged in the entire energy chain around the world: from exploration, development and extraction of **oil and natural gas**, to the generation of electricity from cogeneration and **renewable sources**, traditional and biorefining and chemicals, and the development of **circular economy** processes and **carbon capture projects** (CCS).

Eni aims to achieve net zero emissions (Scope 1, 2 and 3) and net zero carbon intensity by 2050.